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Of all the successes of American domestic policy, technology policy stands out. Since the Clinton administration’s
bipartisan agreement with Congress, the federal government has consistently taken a light touch when regulating
internet. But as important as federal policy has been, states also play an increasingly important role in fostering an
environment of innovation.
Some of the most important battles over technology policy are happening at the state and local level. Home-sharing
companies like Airbnb, HomeAway, and Vrbo face restrictions on where and how they can operate. Certain cities have
banned such technologies outright. 1 Ride-sharing companies like Lyft and Uber are fighting with legislators, regulators
and taxi companies around the world. Companies that are transforming urban transportation with micromobility options
like, e-scooters and -bikes, such as Lime and Bird, face similar hurdles. San Francisco, the heart of several
technological revolutions, may soon require
permission slips to deploy innovative technologies
in public spaces. 2 Meanwhile, the state of California
recently passed sweeping privacy legislation which
threatens to become the de facto law for the rest of
the country, putting innovation across the nation in
jeopardy. 3
So far, the federal government continues to have a
light regulatory touch for many emerging
technologies, even with the current “techlash.” But
as states and localities make more decisions on
technology policy, what kind of approaches will
they take? Will the federal government’s light
touch be all for naught due to strong restrictions
and regulations on the state and local level? Or will
state and local policy look more like federal policy?

This paper examines some ways the federal government and states currently think about
regulating technology policy. It then lays out principles for state lawmakers to consider when
regulating emerging technologies: Avoid pre-emptive regulations on emerging technology;
examine whether current laws can be applied to new technologies; use emerging technology
as an opportunity to reduce regulation in legacy industries; and create statewide frameworks to
ensure regulatory certainty.

The paper also highlights case studies in regulation, beginning with Arizona, which created a regulatory sandbox
for autonomous vehicles and financial technology. The second case study looks at Austin, Texas and the perils
of restricting innovative technologies like ride-sharing. Finally, this paper shows how states have successfully
implemented soft law.
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The innovators who created the internet we know today changed our lives for the better. We can now summon a
ride or a meal with a few taps on our phones. Gone are the days of getting lost when making a wrong turn.
People can easily sell their homemade wares to customers across the globe. Technology entrepreneurs have
improved nearly everyone’s lives in one way or another.

Not only have these entrepreneurs improved the quality of life for people around the world, they have also grown
the American economy by leaps and bounds. The American technology sector is directly or indirectly responsible
for 18.2 million American jobs. 5 Moreover, the gross domestic product (GDP) added to the economy by the
technology sector accounts for approximately $2.3 trillion dollars, representing almost 12 percent of US GDP. 6
If this contribution to GDP were its own nation, it would have the 8th largest GDP of any country in the world,
ahead of Italy. 7
While much goes into the success of the technology sector, the relative freedom granted to American
entrepreneurs and innovators has contributed to their success. As of May 2019, American businesses made
up 42 percent of the 154 largest tech companies in the world. 8 Microsoft, Facebook, Apple, Amazon and
Google are five of the six largest companies by market cap. 9
American innovators have created many of the innovative technologies and services that make it valuable to be
online. Search engines allow access to data previously unavailable at even the most well-stocked library. Those
who had no access to traditional banking services can now get paid and send payments directly from their mobile
devices. Farmers in rural areas have access to weather and crop data to improve yields, as well as greater
access to global markets. No longer are people paying late fees to Blockbuster or haggling with a taxi driver over
the quickest route. Instead, people have almost unlimited access to entertainment options and can see the cost
of a ride before they order it.
It’s hard to calculate the value of the technological services Americans use on a daily basis, but studies have
estimated that every year, consumers get $18,000 of value from search engines, $8500 from email and $3900
from online maps. 10 A study on online media, such as video streaming services, estimated that they provided
$970 of surplus value per consumer. 11 With such large economic benefits and consumer values, policymakers
should take the time to carefully consider what (if anything) needs to be changed in the regulation of the
technology sector.
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Federal and state governments both have a role to play
in regulation, but the scope of what is appropriate for
them to regulate varies dramatically.
Traditionally the federal government has regulated
the internet, due to its interstate nature. Many of the
guidelines the federal government set form the bedrock
for the internet we know today. Examples include
important speech protections like Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act, which allows websites
to moderate their content. 12 It may also pass important
consumer protections, like the Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), which was passed
in 1998 to protect children under the age of 13 online.
It contains provisions relating to privacy and how
content can be marketed toward minors. 13
Having federal laws govern these important issues
ensures that California has the same internet as
Florida. States would be wise to continue to leave these
kinds of interstate questions up to Congress, and
agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission and
the Federal Communications Commission.
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
The FTC oversees far more than technology policy,
but plays an important role in the industry nonetheless.
Some of its main functions include evaluating mergers
of firms, anti-trust enforcement and oversight of unfair
or deceptive acts and practices (known as Section 5
authority). One of the most famous cases was the
FTC’s lawsuit against Microsoft in the 1990s over
concerns of anti-competitive behavior. Microsoft was
eventually found to be operating in an anti-competitive
manner and forced to change some of its business
practices, such as some of their bundling of their
programs, as a result of that government action. 14
Many of the concerns about Microsoft in the 1990s
are again rearing their head around today’s largest
technology firms. How the FTC decides to move

forward on those issues will certainly have profound
impacts on the technology space.
The FTC also plays an important role in consumer
protection, dealing with everything from tele-marketing
fraud to internet schemes. It recently handed down
massive fines in two separate cases regarding data
privacy. The first concerned a massive breach of
consumer data at Equifax. 15 The second, a recordsetting $5 billion fine, involved Facebook and how it
treated data in the Cambridge Analytica scandal. 16
Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
The FCC is an independent federal agency with five
members appointed by the President and confirmed
by the Senate. It regulates interstate and international
communications, including telephone, satellite and
broadband, among others. The goal of the FCC is to
ensure that Americans have reasonable and cost
efficient national and worldwide communication
services.
On a daily basis, the FCC deals with everything
from broadband deployment (which connects houses
and businesses to fast internet), to spectrum auctions
(which allows our smartphones to do everything
from make calls to surf the web). The FCC also
oversees projects like the Universal Service Fund
(which provides basic internet access to rural areas)
and works with telecommunication companies to
block spam calls to cell phones. The FCC’s role is
as varied as the technologies it regulates, but it
plays an important role in ensuring our interstate
communications technology faces consistent rules
at the federal level.
While many regulatory questions are best left to the
highest level of government, here are principles which
state lawmakers can follow to help their state have
friendly policies towards innovative technologies.
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As more and more questions about regulating technology are being raised at the state level, policymakers will be faced
with an increasing number of decisions about whether and how to regulate emerging innovations and technology. While
all technologies come with their own sets of challenges, there are core principles that can be applied when making these
determinations.

AVOID PRE-EMPTIVE REGULATIONS ON EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
When new technologies enter the public consciousness, there is often an immediate call for government to step in and
protect citizens from potential harm. While government regulation may indeed be appropriate, the rush to regulate can
slow the development of a new technology or stop it altogether.
This principle is even more important for rapidly
evolving technologies, such as autonomous
vehicles. Today that technology is mostly limited
to tools like driver assist, but it’s evolving rapidly —
fully driverless vehicles seem within reach.
Overly strong regulations could potentially stifle
the technology and prevent the testing needed
to grow it.
For those looking for an example of this principle in
practice, Arizona provides a great case study. Its
“regulatory sandbox” for financial technologies and
permissive regulations for autonomous vehicles
provide a blueprint for other states to follow.

In August 2018, Arizona became the first state to institute a
“regulatory sandbox” for financial technologies, sometimes
called “fintech,” with HB 2434. 17 A sandbox is simply a set
of broad rules which allow for innovation within the
barriers set out by the regulatory body. The Arizona
sandbox specifically allowed companies to test innovative
products with up to 10,000 customers for up to two years
without additional licensing. Such products range from
monetary transactions to cryptocurrencies. This regulatory
structure allows companies to try a bevy of products and
technologies without having to get every change and
adjustment pre-approved by a regulatory agency. As a
result, dozens of companies have flocked to Arizona to test
out their new products.
By contrast to the ease with which Arizona companies
can test their financial products, Facebook is already facing
intense regulatory scrutiny with their proposed cryptocurrency Libra. Some of those expressing skepticism, if not
downright opposition, include the U.S. Federal Reserve
and Treasury Department, the House and Senate banking
committees, EU antitrust officials, Indian and Chinese
finance officials and the French government. 18 How is
Facebook — or any company for that matter — supposed
to innovate while navigating all these hostile actors?
Arizona isn’t just leading the way with its sandbox of
financial technologies, it's also ahead of the curve on
autonomous vehicle testing.
Autonomous vehicles could revolutionize our lives. Every
year, car crashes kill tens of thousands of people, injure
millions more and cost billions of dollars in the United States
alone. 19 Autonomous vehicles have the potential to reduce
all of these numbers by orders of magnitude. But the
companies working on these vehicles have often faced
regulatory difficulties.
Companies such as Uber and Tesla first tested their
autonomous vehicles in California, where both companies
have headquarters. But after a short period of having their
vehicles on the road, they began to face governmental
roadblocks. California demanded that Uber stop testing

these vehicles until it completed significant regulatory
hurdles even going as far as removing the registration of 16
Uber vehicles. 20
In 2015, Arizona Governor Doug Ducey saw an opportunity
to bring Uber and other vehicle testing companies to his
state and released an executive order outlining the rules
for autonomous vehicle testing in Arizona. 21 It set basic
ground rules, such as making sure the vehicles were
monitored by an operator and making sure the people
who owned the vehicle took financial responsibility for it.
These basic rules of the road were a light touch compared
to the heavy handedness of California. As a result,
autonomous vehicles have been tested for thousands
of hours in Arizona.
This executive order was updated in 2018 to clarify many
of the rules laid out in 2015. 22 But this was not the only
update. Governor Ducey soon set out another executive
order, creating the Institute for Automated Mobility (IAM). 23
This is a multi-stakeholder group comprised of government
officials and representatives from the private sector and
academia. Their goal is to develop the necessary policy
and guidelines for safe implementation of autonomous
vehicle technology. This group is an example of the
multi-stakeholder groups discussed in the soft law section
of this paper.
Of course, like all technologies, autonomous vehicles and
their testing come with inherent risks. In March 2018, a
woman died in an accident involving an autonomous
vehicle — a tragic reminder of this
fact. Rather than immediately reacting to this
unfortunate incident by passing new laws however,
authorities waited for all the facts come to light.
This proved to be the correct decision.
As it turned out, rather than watching the road and monitoring the vehicle, the operator was watching “The Voice” on
her cell phone. 24 Nonetheless, the nimble approach both
Uber and Arizona have taken allow for standards and
practices to evolve quickly and ensure such tragedies are
avoided in the future.
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When deciding whether or not to impose new regulations on emerging technologies, it’s important that lawmakers
understand what laws and regulations currently exist. With thousands of pages of code, knowing what laws are on
the books or how they apply to a new technology can be difficult, but it’s a crucial process to avoid regulatory overlap.
Alternatively, new technologies may face restrictions from regulations written to address legacy technologies.
Legislative staff should therefore work with committees and legislators to review all relevant code before
considering new regulations, to avoid passing unnecessary laws or regulatory contradictions.

Take for example the expanding use of aerial drones. Once an expensive technology,
drones have now become a hobby enjoyed by millions of people. Drones also have a
variety of commercial uses, such as land surveying and photography. Companies are
experimenting with the use of drones to deliver packages. It’s likely that a significant
number of packages will be delivered by drones in the not-too-distant future.
However, the widespread use of drones has understandably concerned individuals and
lawmakers alike. Potential problems range from the nuisance of drones constantly
buzzing overhead to issues of privacy, given that drones often carry or come equipped
with cameras.
These concerns are not unreasonable and should be addressed. But rather than passing
new laws to regulate drones, consider methods already in place to ensure people’s
privacy, peace and quiet. All 50 states have “Peeping Tom laws” which make it illegal to
photograph people in their homes without permission.25 There is no reason that these
statutes shouldn’t also apply to new technologies. While these laws may need to be
amended for clarity, that solution is far less likely to restrict the continued development of
drone technology than creating new and targeted rules.
Drones also illuminate the importance of federal vs state law. The Federal Aviation
Administration has the authority to regulate airspace over 400 feet, known as controlled
airspace. 26 Anything under 400 feet is known as uncontrolled airspace (Note this is not
the same as unregulated airspace.) States have the potential to regulate this uncontrolled
airspace. State lawmakers may easily overstep their regulatory authority in an attempt to
create new laws regarding drones.
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Another area where lawmakers should look for existing guidance (rather than creating a
new one) is e-scooters. Companies such as Bird, Lime, Uber and others make e-scooters
rentable through apps. Their usage has exploded in cities. This has caused concern, not
only about the safety of e-scooters on roads and sidewalks, but also about e-scooters
obstructing sidewalks. 27
While e-scooters may seem new because of their sudden widespread use, many states
and localities already have laws on the books governing the rules of the road for a variety
of vehicles — including bicycles, skateboards and scooters. These regulations are
sometimes general, such as restricting use to sidewalks or bike lanes, or specific to
requirements the devices must have. Rather than looking for new regulations, lawmakers
should apply current rules of the road to this emerging technology.
But e-scooters also show the limits of simply applying current laws to new technology.
Some jurisdictions regulate e-scooters like motorcycles, essentially prohibiting them
altogether. In these circumstances, legislators should work to properly understand and
regulate new technologies to account for how they are used.

Legislators should identify or build the resources in
their state to understand the regulations surrounding
technologies at the state and federal level. Only after
gaining that understanding can lawmakers take the
correct steps. The following section explores what a
correct next step might look like.
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When new technologies emerge, innovating around the limitations of previous technologies, legacy companies often
complain that the new companies don’t follow the same rules and regulations as they do. While it is reasonable to be
skeptical of these claims given the desire of legacy firms to suppress competition, oftentimes the legacy companies are
absolutely right: They face regulation that new entrants do not. The solution isn’t to make the new entrants face the
same regulations that legacy industries do. Instead, lawmakers should look for ways to reduce regulations on
legacy sectors while allowing the new firms to operate under minimal regulations.

One of the clearest examples of this phenomenon in practice is that of ride-sharing companies and taxis.
Ride-sharing companies started off their service more similar to black car and limo services than taxi
companies. But with the rollout of UberX, everyday people started giving rides to strangers in their personal
vehicles at affordable prices. 28 This served as an effective substitute for traditional taxis and even
expanded the industry, given that taxis were often unavailable in certain areas.
Many taxi companies believed that ride-sharing had effectively become a taxi service and should be
regulated by the state in the same fashion. Most major cities required taxis to have a medallion, but they
artificially limited the supply rather than allowing anyone who met the requirements and could pay the fee to
purchase one. Because of this scarcity, medallions often sold for over a million dollars when the government made them available. 29 This made it extremely difficult to enter the market and drove up prices for
taxi passengers.
These were not the only regulations which burdened those who wanted to enter the taxi industry. Cities
often regulated everything from how the cars looked to the payment system.30 While this provided a
uniform experience for riders, that experience was often bad, expensive and inconvenient.
Ride-sharing got around those issues through a variety of innovative solutions. Rather than requiring
customers to spot a taxicab to get a ride, the app allows them to summon a driver to their location. Thus,
there was no need for a uniform appearance of vehicles. GPS allowed drivers to know where they were
going and assured their passengers of an efficient route to their destination. The apps also displayed the
price up front so government regulating it was unnecessary.
In the political fights that followed at both the state and local level, the taxi industry tried to impose the
regulations they faced on ride-sharing services, arguing that ride-sharing was analogous to taxis.31 The
ride-sharing companies pushed back, saying they were transportation companies, not traditional taxis and
therefore those regulations shouldn’t apply.
Ultimately, most states and cities agreed with the ride-sharing companies’ assessment and didn’t put the
traditional taxi regulations on this new service. This approach stops short of ideal policy. Rather than having
two regulatory regimes, cities and states should take this opportunity to re-evaluate whether taxi regulations, which have been in place for decades, are best serving consumers. Allowing more innovation and
competition in the taxi industry by removing some of the previously mentioned regulations would increase
the quality of the service provided to consumers. This would almost certainly mean lower prices and new
products, such as competing apps. It’s no surprise that the innovations in the transportation industry didn’t
come from the legacy sector, as government regulations essentially prevented that from happening.
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A similar scenario to ride-sharing is that of home-sharing. While vacation home rentals have happened
for years, platforms such as Airbnb, HomeAway and Vrbo have made it possible for almost anyone to
rent out anything from a spare bedroom to a 15-room mansion. Travelers have different needs and
these services have been a boon to those in search of accommodation options that traditional hotels
don’t provide.
Initially, home-sharing attracted little attention from the hotel industry or regulators. But as these
services spiked in popularity, they received complaints, both from neighbors who were upset about
travelers staying in their area and hotels that feared a loss of business from the new competition.
These concerns led to a variety of regulations, including applying the hotel rental tax to home-sharing
rentals and banning home-sharing altogether. 32
These regulations are happening for two reasons: First, there is an element of nimbyism surrounding
the home-sharing industry. Cities like New Orleans have banned home sharing unless it’s the primary
residence of the person renting the space due to concerns over neighborhood culture, among other
reasons. 33
Second, traditional hotels fear a loss of income from home-sharing even though data on the impact
of short-term rentals on hotels is mixed. 34 Home-sharing often offers a fundamentally different
experience from hotels. Implementation of hotel taxes or inspections from government bureaucrats
don’t serve to level the playing field. On the contrary, they exist to place additional burdens on
home-sharing services as protections for traditional hotels.
Although there haven’t been conclusive long-term studies on the effects of home-sharing bans on all
properties that isn’t a primary residence in New Orleans, anecdotal evidence paints a picture of what
life post-ban looks like. First, home-sharing continues through traditional websites such as Airbnb and
it’s nearly impossible to tell if the properties comply with local code. Less traditional home-sharing
websites such as Craigslist have similar listings. Not everyone is acting as scofflaws, however. New
Orleans resident Charlene Griffith stopped renting out her second house, which she had fixed up
specifically for home-sharing. 35

The introduction of ride-sharing and home-sharing has benefited consumers. Not only do they have more options when
looking for rides or places to stay, these new services can be offered efficiently and affordably. The benefits to consumers
will only continue if regulations from legacy businesses are not added to these industries. At the same time, lawmakers
should ask themselves if the regulations currently imposed on legacy businesses remain necessary.
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Back in 2015, ride-sharing was still in its relative infancy.
Uber was only 6 years old and UberX, the most popular
service the company offers today, only launched in 2012.
36
Lyft was an even newer entrant to the market. In 2015,
after three years in business, Lyft only operated in about
60 cities and had just started distancing itself from the
giant pink mustache which had originally adorned the
front of so many of its vehicles.
Despite the relative infancy of these firms, they
quickly grew in scope and popularity. They developed
sophisticated background checks to ensure that their
passengers were safe when being picked up by drivers.
Furthermore, due to the very nature of how ride-sharing
technology works, these companies provided riders with
information on their drivers before the pickup as well as
the ability to provide feedback to drivers and the
company afterward.
Nonetheless, the Austin City Council believed that
Uber, Lyft and every other ride-sharing service didn't
do enough to protect riders. As a result, the city passed
an ordinance requiring fingerprinting for all drivers of
ride-sharing services on December 18, 2015. 37 The
drivers would then have to go through a background
check facilitated by the city and run through an FBI
database. The rule would have taken effect on
February 1, 2017. 38
The question of fingerprinting, as well as three other
regulations, was put to the ballot as Proposal 1. In 2016,
56 percent voters in Austin decided in favor of the City
Council regulations. 39 As a result, both Uber and Lyft left
the city of Austin. 40
What happened next was a natural experiment on how
consumers who had previously had access to Uber and
Lyft would react in their absence. It also gave insight into
what alternatives would spring up in the new regulatory
regime.
The most detailed report of the aftermath came

from a joint study from Texas A&M University, the
University of Michigan and Columbia University.
The study surveyed 1,840 former Lyft/Uber users about
their behavior following Proposal 1. The results showed
that the ban had a noticeable effect on consumer
behavior and satisfaction. 41
The largest effect was that 45 percent of those surveyed
switched to personal transit, or personal vehicles, after
the rules went into place. This includes almost 9 percent
who purchased a vehicle as a result of the rules. Only 3
percent switched to public transit. 42
These results make much more sense when you look at
the satisfaction of consumers pre- and post-regulations.
Prior to Proposal 1, 82 percent of those surveyed were
satisfied with their ride-sharing trip. Afterward, that
number dropped to only 38 percent. 43
What were the ride-sharing options after Uber and Lyft
left? Some options included Get Me, Fasten and Ride
Austin. Ride Austin was of particular note, as it ran as a
nonprofit and took $2 dollars as a booking fee and $1 as
a processing fee. Other, less-than-legal options included
Arcade City, a Facebook group that connected people
looking for a ride with those willing to provide one. 44
While all of these companies gained some market
share, they struggled during South by Southwest when
they were unable to meet the demand from
out-of-town riders.
Given the inferior results of Proposal 1, it was no
surprise when Texas passed a state ride-sharing
framework which prevented cities like Austin from
imposing their own requirements. Following the passage
of the framework, Uber and Lyft once again became the
dominant players in the market. 45
This case study shows that onerous regulations on
evolving industry can decrease consumer welfare and
push people back to less innovative options.
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Many of the previous examples in this paper have focused on issues with local components. Ride-sharing,
home-sharing and micromobility often face their most stringent regulations at the local level. Here, nimbyism is a
main cause of the regulations these emerging technologies face. Local lawmakers often face a small but vocal
minority upset about how these innovations change their neighborhoods. As a result, they impose regulations that
severely restrict or effectively ban these services.
These regulations prevent locals benefiting from new services, but they create less obvious issues as well. With
different localities imposing different rules and restrictions, it can be impossible for companies to know
how to legally operate in a state. It can also cause confusion for consumers. For example, before Louisiana
created a statewide ride-sharing framework, you could order a ride to another parish only to be unable to order a
ride back.46
Just as the previously discussed California privacy legislation threatens to become the de facto privacy law for the
whole nation, local regulations can give large cities outsize power in a state. 47 Additionally, a patchwork of local
regulations can make it impossible for companies to know the rules they face in a geographic area.
This does not have to be the case, however. Unlike state governments, which are granted powers from the federal
constitution, localities have no such inherent powers. They derive their power from the state. Keeping in mind
which technologies are best regulated at which level of government, states can play an important role in promoting
innovation by creating flexible statewide frameworks for these technologies.
Ride-sharing, home-sharing and micromobility are all examples of where state frameworks can be appropriate.
States can prevent localities from over-regulating these technologies and create regulatory certainty for operators
instead of a patchwork, as seen in the Austin case study. More than 40 states currently have statewide frameworks
for ride-sharing, while five have passed statewide frameworks for home-sharing.48
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Traditionally, states and localities have regulated
communications equipment when it comes to laying
fiber lines. Smart regulations, such as “dig once”
rules — which allowed companies to lay fiber lines
when the ground was already dug up for other
infrastructure improvements — helped connect
America to the internet. 49
As 5G wireless technology emerges, communications
companies are relying on “small cell” communication
towers to connect the American public to this
revolutionary network. Unlike the traditional large
towers which broadcast cell signals, these devices are
much smaller — about the size of a pizza box. They
have a very short range and therefore must be much
closer to connect to a wireless device. This turns
existing infrastructure, such as telephone poles,
into important real estate to install these devices. 50
While the FCC is developing broad rules for
small cell deployment, local governments still
have the power to establish rules for local
deployment. This has caused headaches for
communications companies, which often face
sky high demands from these localities for the

right to deploy that equipment. 51 States can reduce
these burdens by creating guidelines for how localities
can deal with small cells. For example, they can create
a regulatory “shot clock” that mandates localities make
a decision about the deployment of these towers within
a certain period of time after receiving an application
permit. This prevents localities from dragging out the
process indefinitely. Additionally, they can place price
caps for the right to deploy microcells, so companies
have reasonable, predictable costs when deploying
their small cells. This would have enormous benefits
for consumers and businesses alike.
As powerful as state frameworks can be, they are
not without their downsides. As outlined in this paper,
the pace of technological advancement continues
unabated. Lawmakers may be hesitant to write statewide laws for emerging technologies that may soon be
obsolete, taking the laws with them. This doesn’t mean
that state lawmakers should put their hands up however
— other tools can grant a level of regulatory certainty
with less risk of technological obsolescence.
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Much of the discussion in this paper has so far centered
on rules and regulations passed and implemented from
the federal, state or local governments. These rules and
regulations carry the traditional force of law. While not
usually known by this term, these rules and regulations
are sometimes called “hard law.” Alternatives to this
more traditional and heavy-handed approach are known
as “soft law.”

in Pennsylvania by following guidelines on how to
operate their vehicles in the state. California’s hard law,
by contrast, has pushed autonomous vehicle testing
outside of the state as discussed in the Arizona case
study.

Soft law is defined as “a variety of nonbinding
norms and techniques,” which include “instruments
or arrangements that create substantive
expectations that are not directly enforceable,
unlike ‘hard law’ requirements, such as treaties
and statutes.” 52 Soft law ranges from international
non-binding agreements, to federal agency guidelines,
to industry working groups.
Soft law may be more easily understood as what it is not:
directly enforceable rules. Speed limits are one of the
most basic examples of hard law. Despite protests to the
contrary, citizens understand that driving faster than the
posted speed limit is illegal and that they can be given
fines for exceeding those limits.
There are a variety of reasons why legislators should
look toward soft law solutions when regulating emerging
technology. Soft law offers the flexibility that hard law
cannot. Additionally, it brings stakeholders together to
work on practical solutions to complicated, quickly
evolving problems. This allows for the right mixture of
experimentation and innovation while creating a norm
of established guidelines.
An example of a state successfully implementing soft law
is Pennsylvania. Like many states, Pennsylvania is
preparing for the rise of autonomous vehicles. Unlike
many states however, Pennsylvania didn’t look to the
legislature to pass regulations regarding these vehicles.
Instead, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
is working on regulatory guidance with the makers of
autonomous vehicles. 53 This guidance isn’t set in stone
and it doesn’t have the teeth of laws passed by the
legislature. As a result, companies can test their vehicles

Why is soft law so successful at regulating
technology? Technology changes at an even
faster rate than the rest of the world. Cars, which once
relied almost exclusively on human input,
now run using complex software which dwarfs the
processing power available on the even the most
powerful commercial computers of 20 years ago.
Smartphones now contain more processing power than
supercomputers not so long ago. 54 Given this rapid
change in technology and how it impacts our lives, rigid
rules have trouble keeping pace. Soft law provides an
alternative by offering guidelines which can be updated
to keep up with technological progress.
Soft law takes many shapes and forms, but its flexibility
and ability to take input from multiple groups often
creates guidelines superior to laws passed through the
usual processes. This allows for innovation, setting out
guidelines for innovators to follow without running afoul
of government’s heavy hand. Lawmakers should
examine their current laws and regulations to look for
areas that may be better served by soft law. Additionally,
as new technologies arise, legislators should default to
soft law
alternatives before looking at passing hard law.
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States have an enormous impact on how technologies develop and influence the lives of their residents.
As the federal government has been rightly slow to change its successful policy toward technology and innovation
policy over the last few decades, calls for greater regulation have emerged in statehouses and city halls across the
country. These are important debates, not only for the areas directly affected by these policies but for the nation as
a whole.
With technologies impacting more and more industries and activities, implementing the right policies becomes even
more crucial. Not only does better policy lead to better policy outcomes, it also serves as a signal to innovative
people and companies that a location is open for business and will let them find ways to improve people’s lives. A
recent survey of 300 tech employees in Silicon Valley expects the next center of innovation to be far outside the
Bay Area. 55 As San Francisco contemplates policies such as requiring permits for “emerging technology,” while
states like Arizona embrace it with open arms, it’s not difficult to see why. 56
By utilizing the principles outlined above, state policymakers can create a regulatory climate hospitable to innovation and the benefits it brings to the economy and citizens. As the American economy moves further into the 21st
century, our ability to innovate remains central to our ability to remain a world leader. States have a larger and
larger role to play in these issues.
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